The return to offices is
a unique opportunity
for HR leaders
When your people come back into the office, you have a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to kickstart the practices that will make your organization
innovative, agile, and a place where employees improve their skills every
single day.

Companies spent an average of $1,000 per employee on training¹ but
only 33% of employees believe trainings address critical

development areas for supporting the business.

The old ways of working
didn’t work

75% of newly learned information is lost if it isn’t applied in the flow
of work within six days.²

Pre-pandemic, organizations poured time,
money, and energy into plans and programs
that didn’t drive meaningful improvement.

Only 8% strongly agreed their company improves from surveys. The
rest (92%) were 1.7x more likely to be searching for new jobs.³

Action planning is well-intentioned but ineffective. Only 22% of
leaders would spend more time planning.4

Trends Humu is seeing in the market now

Speed
Leaders know they need to increase agility or they’ll

fall behind the competition. They want an approach
that doesn’t require heavy planning or training.

Disruption
Moving to a hybrid model will be even more difficult
than the shift to remote work, and will reset norms
that teams spent the last 12 months establishing.

Retention
Most feel that their career development—the #1 driver
of retention—was put on hold in 2020. Without new
opportunities, top talent will likely leave.

How to seize the moment

The power of fresh starts

To make the most of the fresh start presented by the return to offices, you need more than
a plan; you need to be able to adjust quickly and engage every single employee.

Research by Wharton Professor and Humu advisor
Dr. Katy Milkman shows that “fresh
starts”—specific events like a birthday, a Monday,
or the start of a new year—make us more effective
at setting and following-through on goals. That’s
because interruptions to our routines can shake
us out of autopilot and boost our motivation to
improve. 


60% of people don't think their roles and responsibilities evolve rapidly
enough to support business priorities, and only 3% of initiatives succeed
without engaging the frontline.5
The only way to meaningfully strengthen your culture is to change small behaviors in the
flow of work, and at every level of your organization.

Four questions to ask yourself
1

How can we re-establish and re-clarify our organization’s mission?

2

What steps can we take to earn employee trust?

3
4

In other words, when you feel like you’re starting
with a clean slate, it’s easier to get excited about
heading in a new direction.

Are there any quick wins we can achieve to kickstart noticeable

improvement?

What new norms should we encourage managers to establish?

How action management makes your vision a reality
Easily translate strategy into action. Instead of rolling out vague plans, leaders can instantly start

96%

say that action management drives
noticeable change

90%

say Humu makes it easier to develop
better ways of working

97%

of managers take meaningful steps to
improve their effectiveness because
of nudges

giving everyone the personalized, step-by-step support they need to work better together and hit
company goals.
By relying on Humu’s action management platform to boost morale,
engagement, and performance, a financial services call center was able to save
$5 million in just six months.
Action management works because it unburdens managers and empowers employees. Humu
nudges help 97% of managers take meaningful steps to improve their effectiveness and ensure

their teams get results.

Ready to transform your organization? 

Get in touch at hello@humu.com
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